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Forests are the lungs of our Earth

Like lungs for humans



Forests are home to amazing animals and 

plants

 Almost 9 out of 10 species found on land live in forests

Many Birds
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There are many more reasons why forests are 

important

 They keep us cool (Curbs city’s ‘heat island’)

 They make it rain

 They fight flooding

 They clean up dirty air

 They feed us ( trees provide fruits, nuts & seeds)

 They provide medicines, papers

 We make furniture's (tables, chairs etc.)



Deforestation Animation

Credits to You tube Jemi-Jenkins



More importantly Forests lock up vast amounts 

of carbon and give us oxygen



Released CO2 changes the climate

if too much of CO2 is 

released into the 

atmosphere, it will 

absorb heat make our 

world hotter

and bring global climate 

change.



Global climate change causes extreme 

weather events

 Floods, Droughts

Like the Latest flood event in Kerala







Research results Trees takes about a millennium time scale to come back to normal 

Devaraju et al 2011, 

Biogeosciences
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To summarize 

if forests are cut:

 Climate changes (Rainfall, Temperature changes 

Significantly) 



You have right to ask the government to 

get essential benefits

 All children’s have absolute right to live in a decent environment and you 

should have access to the essential benefits trees gives us.

 The rights of children are codified in the UN Convention on the rights of child

What are essential to our survival ? and which are not essential? 
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Some important actions to Conserve 

Forests

 Regulated and planned cutting of forests (selective cutting, clear cutting, 

useless trees cutting etc.)

 Controlling forest fires (water spray, fire retardant chemicals etc)

 Reforestation and afforestation

 Protection of existing forests

 Proper utilization of forests and forest products



You take action

 Do some basic research on trees and parks in Bengaluru 50 years ago

 Write a letter to local politician in your area or write to Ministry of 

Environment to support planting trees and saving the existing trees and parks.

Simple task



Role of Government in Forest Conservation



While the issues are complex and diverse, there is a shared and universal recognition 
that solutions will arise only through committed action on a global, national, 
regional, local and individual scale. I believe the schools have a vital role to play in 
preparing our young people.


